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Auditing & Assurance Services, First South African Edition, combines a genuine international perspective with South African examples and
coverage of the landmark changes within the South African auditing environment. Key features include: South African content - The authors
weave regionally specific content and examples throughout the text and cover the changes to the regulatory and corporate governance
environment in South Africa.International perspective - Professional practice and regulation all over the world is driven by international events
and initiatives. The clarified ISAs are fully integrated into the chapters with international real-world cases used to illustrate concepts and
application.Systematic approach - The text gives students a deep understanding and working knowledge of fundamental auditing concepts
and how they are applied. The core foundation of the text and its focus on critical judgements and decision-making processes prepare
students for today’s complex and dynamic audit environment.Student engagement - A student-friendly writing style and a variety of real-life
examples make the text easily accessible. Each chapter ends with a comprehensive variety of materials to apply and test students’
understanding of acquired knowledge.
This comprehensive four-volume set reviews all four parts of the CPA exam. With more than 3,800 multiple-choice questions over all four
volumes, these guides provide everything a person needs to master the material.
The fundamental values central to the Messier Jr./Glover/Prawitt text include: student engagement, a systematic approach, and decision
making. Student Engagement: The authors believe students are best served by acquiring a strong understanding of the basic concepts that
underlie the audit process and how to apply those concepts to various audit and assurance services. The text is accessible to students
through straightforward writing and the use of engaging, relevant real-world examples, illustrations, and analogies. The text explicitly
encourages students to “stop and think” at important points in the text to help them apply principles covered and also helps students see the
application of concepts in a practical setting through “practice insight” boxes. A Systematic Approach: The authors first introduce the three
underlying concepts of audit risk, materiality, and evidence, then follow with a discussion of audit planning, the assessment of control risk,
and a discussion of the nature, timing, and extent of evidence necessary to reach the appropriate level of detection risk. These concepts are
then applied to each major business process and related account balances using a risk-based approach, (in following with the new standards
adopted by the various auditing boards). Decision Making: Since much of auditing practice involves the application of auditor judgment, the
authors focus on critical judgments and decision-making processes. If a student understands these basic concepts and how to apply them to
an audit engagement, he or she will be more effective in today's dynamic audit environment. The new edition even includes a full advanced
module on Professional Judgment.
Comprehensive coverage of the field for accounting professionals who need quick, understandable, and thorough exposure to complex
accounting-related subjects The Accountants' Handbook series has the longest tradition of providing comprehensive coverage of the field to
both accounting professionals and professionals in other fields who need or desire to obtain quick, understandable, and thorough exposure to
complex accounting-related subjects. It is designed as a single reference source that provides answers to all reasonable questions on
accounting and financial reporting asked by accountants, auditors, bankers, lawyers, financial analysts, and users of accounting information.
Reflects the new FASB Codification, as well as including expanded coverage of fair value and guidance on developing fair value estimates,
fraud risk and exposure, healthcare, and IFRS Written by nationally recognized accounting professionals Provides a single reference for
accounting professionals, with comprehensive analysis on over 45 critical areas of accounting Comprehensive content provides analysis on
over 40 critical areas of accounting. Written by nationally recognized accounting professionals, including partners in major public accounting
firms, financial executives, financial analysts, and other relevant business professionals, the specialized expertise of the individual authors
remains the critical distinguishing characteristic of the Accountants' Handbook, Twelfth Edition.
Brink's Modern Internal Auditing, Sixth Edition is a comprehensiveresource and reference book on the changing world of internalauditing,
including Sarbanes-Oxley compliance issues. * Sixth edition of a very well respectede auditing resource. * Provides an overview of the role
and responsibilities of theinternal auditor. * Includes discussion of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the impact ithas on auditing (particualry
concerning controls). * Provides expanded coverage of fraud and business ethics. * Includes guidance on reporting results effectively. *
Provides in-depth discussion of internal audit and corporategovernance.
This text provides up-to-date information on all issues inherent in accounting and auditing practice, particularly in public accounting firms
including coverage of the creation of the Public Companies Accounting Oversight Board, the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and more.

The fundamental values central to the Messier/Glover/Prawitt text include: student engagement, a systematic approach, and
decision making. Student Engagement: The authors believe students are best served by acquiring a strong understanding of the
basic concepts that underlie the audit process and how to apply those concepts to various audit and assurance services. The text
is accessible to students through straightforward writing and the use of engaging, relevant real-world examples, illustrations, and
analogies. The text explicitly encourages students to “stop and think” at important points in the text to help them apply principles
covered and also helps students see the application of concepts in a practical setting through “practice insight” boxes. A
Systematic Approach: The authors first introduce the three underlying concepts of audit risk, materiality, and evidence, then follow
with a discussion of audit planning, the assessment of control risk, and a discussion of the nature, timing, and extent of evidence
necessary to reach the appropriate level of detection risk. These concepts are then applied to each major business process and
related account balances using a risk-based approach, (in following with the new standards adopted by the various auditing
boards). Decision Making: Since much of auditing practice involves the application of auditor judgment, the authors focus on
critical judgments and decision-making processes. If a student understands these basic concepts and how to apply them to an
audit engagement, he or she will be more effective in today’s dynamic audit environment. The new edition even includes a full
advanced module on Professional Judgment.
BPP Learning Media offers a range of learning materials for students working to complete the CPA Programme. Our Passcards,
Revision Kits and i-Pass products complement the structure and content of the CPA syllabus, help focus your revision and hone
your exam technique.
All the information you need to master the computerized CPA Exam Published annually, this comprehensive two-volume
paperback reviews all four parts of the CPA exam. Many of the questions are taken directly from previous CPA exams. Volume I
contains all study guides and outlines Volume II contains all problem solutions The most effective system available to prepare for
the CPA exam Contains all current AICPA content requirements in accounting and reporting Helps you zero in on areas that need
work, organize your study program and concentrate your efforts With over 600 multiple choice questions and more than 75
simulations, these study guides provide all the information candidates need to master in order to pass the computerized Uniform
CPA Examination.
An evolving agenda of Information Technology Auditing is subject of this book. The author presents various current and future
issues in the domain of IT Auditing in both scholarly as well as highly practice-driven manner so as to make those issues clear in
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the mind of an IT auditor. The aim of the book is not to delve deep on the technologies but the impact of these technologies on
practices and procedures of IT auditors. Among the topics are complex integrated information systems, enterprise resource
planning, databases, complexities of internal controls, and enterprise application integration - all seen from an auditor's
perspective. The book will serve a big purpose of support reference for an auditor dealing with the high-tech environment for the
first time, but also for experienced auditors.
Recent traumatic events in the financial markets, such as the fall of Enron, World Com, and Arthur Andersen, have led to an
increased emphasis on corporate governance and on the regulatory bodies overseeing the capital markets and the financial
professions. However, educational materials that appropriately highlight the importance of the SEC, as well as the new laws that
apply to corporate reporting, ethics, and guidelines for corporate governance, are scarce. Few titles exist that can serve as either a
supplement or as a primary text that focus on the SEC as the body for overseeing financial reporting and corporate
responsibilities. An Introduction to Corporate Governance and the SEC by Skousen, Glover, and Prawitt fills that role. Use this
book as either a supplement or as a primary text to help your students understand the fundamentals of corporate governance and
the critical role the SEC plays in the corporate governance process, overseeing the financial reporting of public companies.
Completely revised for the new computerized CPA Exam Published annually, this comprehensive, four-volume study guide for the
Certified Public Accountants (CPA) Exam arms readers with detailed outlines and study guidelines, plus skill-building problems
and solutions that help them to identify, focus, and master the specific topics that need the most work. Many of the practice
questions are taken from previous exams, and care is taken to ensure that they cover all the information candidates need to pass
the CPA Exam. Broken down into four volumes-Regulation, Auditing and Attestation, Financial Accounting and Reporting, and
Business Environment and Concepts-these top CPA Exam review study guides worldwide provide: More than 2,700 practice
questions Complete information on the new simulation questions A unique modular structure that divides content into selfcontained study modules AICPA content requirements and three times as many examples as other study guides

Phillips Fundamentals of Financial Accounting 5th Canadian edition offers an engaging, balanced, and appropriated
paced introduction to financial accounting. Written by award winning authors, Fred Phillips and Brandy Mackintosh, this
student-centered resource contains a selection of real world focus companies that reinforce the relevance of accounting
to students, a wealth of End-of-Chapter exercise, problem and case material, and pedagogical learning elements that
make it the best personal coach on the market.
Advanced Audit and AssuranceCPA ProgramAdvanced Audit and AssuranceCPA ProgramCPA Advanced Audit and
AssurancePasscards
When it comes to computer security, the role of auditors today has never been more crucial. Auditors must ensure that all
computers, in particular those dealing with e-business, are secure. The only source for information on the combined
areas of computer audit, control, and security, the IT Audit, Control, and Security describes the types of internal controls,
security, and integrity procedures that management must build into its automated systems. This very timely book
provides auditors with the guidance they need to ensure that their systems are secure from both internal and external
threats.
This new edition is written with two major objectives: (1) to help readers understand audit decision making and evidence
accumulation, and (2) reflect changes in the profession by integrating assurance and attestation service as well as risk
issues. This 6th edition introduces two new tools that practitioners use to assess risk and to identify assurance service
opportunities: Client Strategy Templates and Balanced Scorecards.
Auditing: a Practical Approach is a new textbook written for students studying auditing at an undergraduate and
postgraduate level. The text reflects how an audit is conducted in practice and the issues that are of greatest concern to
auditors. Written by authors from academic and professional practice backgrounds the text has a practical orientation and
presents essential audit topics supported with constructive pedagogy. In order to communicate the key elements of the
audit process a hypothetical case study, Cloud 9, underpins the audit process and methodology whilst providing a
constant example of how general audit principles are applied in practice. With the educational trend to teach auditing with
an industry and practical focus, the text will effectively develop a student's understanding of the various stages of an
audit and how an audit is conducted in practice.
ACCA Approved and valid for exams from 01 Sept 2017 up to 30 June 2018 - Becker's P7 Advanced Audit and
Assurance (INT) Study Text has been approved and quality assured by the ACCA's examining team.
This highly regarded reference is relied on by a considerable part of the accounting profession in their day-to-day work.
This handbook is the first place accountants, auditors, bankers, lawyers, financial analysts, and other preparers and
users of accounting information look to find answers to questions on accounting and financial reporting. The new edition
will be updated to reflect the new FASB Codification, as well as including expanded coverage of fair value and guidance
on developing fair value estimates, fraud risk and exposure, healthcare, and IFRS.
The fundamental values central to the Messier/Glover/Prawitt text include: student engagement, a systematic approach,
and decision making. Student Engagement: The authors believe students are best served by acquiring a strong
understanding of the basic concepts that underlie the audit process and how to apply those concepts to various audit and
assurance services. The text is accessible to students through straightforward writing and the use of engaging, relevant
real-world examples, illustrations, and analogies. The text explicitly encourages students to “stop and think” at important
points in the text to help them apply principles covered and also helps students see the application of concepts in a
practical setting through “practice insight” boxes. A Systematic Approach: The authors first introduce the three
underlying concepts of audit risk, materiality, and evidence, then follow with a discussion of audit planning, the
assessment of control risk, and a discussion of the nature, timing, and extent of evidence necessary to reach the
appropriate level of detection risk. These concepts are then applied to each major business process and related account
balances using a risk-based approach, (in following with the new standards adopted by the various auditing boards).
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Decision Making: Since much of auditing practice involves the application of auditor judgment, the authors focus on
critical judgments and decision-making processes. If a student understands these basic concepts and how to apply them
to an audit engagement, he or she will be more effective in today's dynamic audit environment. The new edition even
includes a full advanced module on Professional Judgment.
Auditing is constantly and quickly changing due to the continuous evolution of information and communication
technologies. As the auditing process is forced to adapt to these changes, issues have arisen that lead to a decrease in
the auditing effectiveness and efficiency, leading to a greater dissatisfaction among users. More research is needed to
provide effective management and mitigation of the risk associated to organizational transactions and to assign a more
reliable and accurate character to the execution of business transactions and processes. Organizational Auditing and
Assurance in the Digital Age is an essential reference source that discusses challenges, identifies opportunities, and
presents solutions in relation to issues in auditing, information systems auditing, and assurance services and provides
best practices for ensuring accountability, accuracy, and transparency. Featuring research on topics such as forensic
auditing, financial services, and corporate governance, this book is ideally designed for internal and external auditors,
assurance providers, managers, risk managers, academicians, professionals, and students.
"This alert provides auditors of financial statements with an overview of recent economic, industry, technical, regulatory,
and professional developments that may affect the audits and other engagements they perform"--Page iii.
As a result of recent audit scandals such as Enron and Worldcom, several new auditing standards have been enacted,
making currency one of the most important issues in this market. Upon publication, this text will be the most up-to-date
auditing text on the market. It’s been written so that it is current with all issues inherent in accounting and auditing
practice, particularly in public accounting firms including coverage of the creation of the Public Companies Accounting
Oversight Board, the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and all of the major pronouncements issued by the AICPA
through Summer 2005. The Louwers text is also a leader in fraud coverage and is accompanied by the Apollo Shoes
Casebook--the only standalone FRAUD audit case on the market (available at the book's Online Learning Center). The
text is also designed to provide flexibility for instructors; the twelve chapters focus on the auditing process while the eight
modules provide additional topics that can be taught at the instructor’s discretion without interrupting the flow of the text.
The audit environment continues to change in dramatic ways, and Johnstone/Gramling/Rittenberg's AUDITING: A RISK
BASED-APPROACH, 11E prepares students for that fast-changing world by developing their professional and ethical
decision-making skills. AUDITING integrates the latest in standards, including new guidance from the PCAOB on audit
reports, fraud risks, emerging topics such as data analytics, and ethical challenges facing today's financial statement
auditors within a framework of professional skepticism. Extensively re-written to be more student focused, AUDITING has
multiple hands-on opportunities to develop critical-thinking skills with new in-text learning features including What Do You
Think? For Classroom Discussion, and Prompts for Critical Thinking: It’s Your Turn!. Finally, unique end-of-chapter
Tableau-based problems help students become formidable data-driven decision makers. AUDITING can be paired with
MindTap digital resources, which offer an interactive ebook as well as engaging, high-impact cases to teach data-driven
decision making skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

This highly regarded reference is relied on by a considerable part of the accounting profession in their day-to-day work. This
comprehensive resource is widely recognized and relied on as a single reference source that provides answers to all reasonable
questions on accounting and financial reporting asked by accountants, auditors, bankers, lawyers, financial analysts, and other
preparers and users of accounting information. The new edition reflects the new FASB Codification, and includes expanded
coverage of fair value and guidance on developing fair value estimates, fraud risk and exposure, healthcare, and IFRS.
Everything Today's CPA Candidates Need to Pass the CPA Exam Published annually, this comprehensive four-volume paperback
reviews all four parts of the CPA exam. Many of the questions are taken directly from previous CPA exams. With 3,800 multiple
choice questions and more than 90 simulations, these study guides provide all the information candidates need to master in order
to pass the computerized Uniform CPA Examination. Complete sample exam in auditing and attestation The most effective system
available to prepare for the CPA exam-proven for over thirty years Timely-up-to-the-minute coverage for the computerized exam.
Contains all current AICPA content requirements in auditing and attestation Unique modular format-helps you zero in on areas that
need work, organize your study program, and concentrate your efforts Comprehensive questions-over 3,800 multiple-choice
questions and their solutions in the four volumes Covers the new simulation-style problems Includes over 90 simulations
Guidelines, pointers, and tips-show you how to build knowledge in a logical and reinforcing way Wiley CPA Exam Review
2010arms test-takers with detailed outlines, study guidelines, and skill-building problems to help candidates identify, focus on, and
master the specific topics that need the most work.
BPP Learning Media offers a range of learning materials for students working to complete the CPA Programme. Our Passcards,
Revision Kits and i-Pass products complement the structure and content of the CPA syllabus, help focus your revision and hone
your e
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BPP Learning Media offers arange of learning materialsfor students working to complete theCPA Programme. Our Passcards,
Revision Kits and i-Pass productscomplement the structure and content of the CPA syllabus,help focus your revisionandhone your
exam technique.
Everything today's CPA candidates need to pass the CPA Exam Published annually, this comprehensive four-volume paperback
reviews all four parts of the CPA exam. Many of the questions are taken directly from previous CPA exams. With 3,800 multiplechoice questions, these study guides provide all the information candidates need to master in order to pass the computerized
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Uniform CPA Examination. Its unique modular format helps you zero in on those areas that need more attention and organize your
study program. Complete sample exam The most effective system available to prepare for the CPA exam—proven for over thirty
years Timely—up-to-the-minute coverage for the computerized exam Contains all current AICPA content requirements in auditing
and attestation; business environment and concepts; financial accounting and reporting; and regulation Unique modular
format—helps candidates zero in on areas that need work, organize their study program, and concentrate their efforts
Comprehensive questions—over 3,800 multiple-choice questions and their solutions in the four volumes Guidelines, pointers, and
tips—show how to build knowledge in a logical and reinforcing way Other titles by Whittington: Audit Sampling: An Introduction,
Fifth Edition Wiley CPA Exam Review 2012 arms test-takers with detailed outlines, study guidelines, and skill-building problems to
help candidates identify, focus on, and master the specific topics that need the most work.
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